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CECH CLOSURE SPACES 

By David N. Roth and John W •. CarIson 

Nearness spaces, iritroduced by Herrlich [9J , provides one of the most unifying 

concepts to appear in topology in recent years. The categories of symmetric 

topological spaces, uniform spaces, proximity spaces and contiguity spaces are 

all C111bedded in the category NEAR, of nearness spaces and nearness maps. 

Nearness spaces have had an impact on the study of extensions of a topològical 

space; for example [1], [2J and [6J. 

spaces but which do hold for semi-nearness spaces. In this paper, for example, 
it is noted that the composition of two topological closure operators on a given 

set need not be a topological closure operator but it is a Cech closure operator. 

Sharp [12J and Bonnettand Porter [5J study finite topological spaces and they 

represent them using zero-one matrices. Many topological' properties are 

characterized in terms of the corresponding matrices in these two papers. ‘ 

In this paper it is shown that a tech closure operator on a finite set may be 

represented by a zero-one reflexive matrix. A number.of separation .properties 

are studied and for finite spaces characterized in terms of. the matrix that 

represents the closure operator. It is also shown that Cech closure spaces, 

satisfying certain mild separation' axioms are. topological spaces. 
For each Cech closurespace there exists an underIying topology, defined in a 

natural way. Separation properties that carry over to the .under1ying topology 

are studied. AIso, a Cech closure dperator generates a semi-topology; . tþat . is, 

a “ topology" without the union axiom. This is closely relatcd to the work by-
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BentIey and Slepian [4]. although there they also modify the intersection 
aXlOm. 

Finitely generated Cech dosure spaces are a natural generalization of finite 

Cech closure spaces. It is shown that the coIlection of a Il finitely generated 

Cech closure space!? on agiven set. partially ordered. in a natural way, yields 

a uniquely complemented distributive complete lattice and hence a Boolean 
algebra. 

Cech closure spaces of finite degree provide a non-trivial generalization. of 
topological spaces. It is shown that the category of topological spaces and 

contlnuous maps is bi-reflective in the category of Cech closure spaces of finite 

degree and continuous maps. 

~ 2. Preliminaries 

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let X be a non-empty set and c:P(X)• P(X) satisfying: 

(1) c(Ø)=ø; 

(2) ACc(A) for eiü:h ACX; 

(3) c(AUB)=c(A)Uc(B) for aIl subsets A and B of X. 

Then (X. c) is called a Cech closure space. (X. c) is caIled a toPological space. 

and c a Kuratowski or topological closure operator if c a1so satisfies: 

(4) c(c(A))=c(A) for each ACX. 

Let (X. c) be a Cech closure space. Set t(c) = {OCX : c(X 一O)=X-O}. Easily 

t(c) is a topology on X. and it is caIled the underlying topology of (X, c). If 

ACX then A denotes the closure of A with respect to the underlying topology 
t(c). 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let(X. c) and (y, d) be Cech closure spaces. Let f: X • Y. 

f is said to be cont써μous provided f(c(A))Cd(f(A)) for each ACX. 

The foIlowing result is found in Cech [9]. 

LEMMA A. Let (X. c) be aCech closure space. Let ACBCX. Theη c(A)Cc(B). 

DEFINITION 2.3. Let(X, c) be a Cech closure space. (X, c) is caIled fimïely 

generated provided c(A)= U {c (a) : aεA}. 

Easily each finite Cech. closure space is finitely generated. 

THEOREM 2. 1. Let X be a set and e : X • P(X) satisfying: 

(1) {x}Ce(x) for .ch xεX. 

Letc: P(X)• P(X) oe defined by 
ι 

j 

ι 
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U {e(a) : aεA} if A놓rþ， 
c(A)=~ ø zf A=rþ. 

13 

A basic result, found in Sharp [12] , is that an nXn ZerO-one matrix T 

represents a topology on S if and only if it is reflexive and transitive; that is, 
9 

tii =l for each i, and T ‘ =T, where the matrix muItiplication is with respect 

to Boolean arithmetic. In a similar manner it is evident that a nXn zero-one 

matrix T represents a Cech closure operator on S if and only if it is‘ reflexive. 

The foIIowing notation will be used fot zero-one matrices P and Q of order 

nXn: 

PVQ=n [PijVqi;l n 

P ̂ Q=n [Pij^qij] n. 

If P and Q are vectors then PVQ and P /\Q are defined similarly. The 
matrix product of the matrices P and Q, with respect to Boolean arithmetic, 

can be expressed as [3 ( P ik< qy.)] • Pi denotes the i-th row of the matrix P. 
k=l ~.. .." ... 

The identity matrix is denoted by 1. 

Let (S, c) be a finite Cech closure spaceand let T c be the matrix repres<1D.ting 

c. The foIIowing notationcorresponds to that found in Bonnett and Porter [5] , 

and Sharp [12]. For each siES, let 탄 =Cδli' δ2i' … , 인i)' where δij is Kronecker’ s 

delta. For ACS, let Av be the vector defined by Av = V {ei : siεA}. Easily~ 

Ti=(c{한} \. 

THEOREM 2. 2. Let (S, c) be a ft-,zite Cech closure space aytd Iet Tc de,tote the 

matrix represenUng c. If ACS, then (c(A))v= CA)Tc' where the multipUcation 

is with respect to Booleaη arithmeUc. 
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PROOF. The proof is simiIar to the proof for the corresponding resu1t for 

finite topological spaces found in Bonnett and Porter [5]. 

DEFINITION 2.4. Let (S, c) be a finite Cech closure operator and let T c denote 

the matrix representing c. cT denotes the Cech closure operator on S 
T corresponding to the reflexive matrix T~ ， the transpose of T c• 

3. Basic results 

DEFINITION 3. 1. Two Cech closure spaces (X, c) and (y, d) are called closμ% 
homeomorPhz.c provided there exists a one-to-one and onto map f: X • Y such 

that f(c(A)) =d(f(A)) for each ACX. 

DEFINITION 3.2. Let (X , c) and (X , d) be Cech closure spaces. Then, for 

each A.CX: 

(a) (cUd)(A)=c(A)Ud(A) 

(b) (cnd)(A)=c(A)nd(A) 

(c) c<d if and only if c(A)Cd(A) for each ACX. 

Let L(X) denote the collection of all Cech closure operators on X anà C(X) 

the collection of all finitely generated tech closure operators on X. Then 

(L(X) , <) and (C(X) , <) are partially ordered sets. 

THEOREM 3. 1. Let T and T* be the two matrices correspondùzg to the fz.ηite 

Ccck closμre spaces (S, C) and (S， C션， respectù잉y. The followiηg statements are 

equivalent. 

(1) (S, c) and (S, c용) are closure hoηzeol1zorphic. 

(2) T Jzere exists a permutation matrix P such that T*=pTTP. 

PROOF. Let S= {sl' …, sn} be a finite set and c and c* Cech closure operators 

on S, represented, respectively, by the matrÍces T= [t ij] and T*= [t얻). Then 

(S, c) is closure homeomorphic to (S , c홉) if and only if there exists a permutation 

π : S• S such that π(c(한))=c휴(π(si)) for 1드Z三n. 

Let π :S• Sbe any permutation, represented by the matrix P= [Pi) defined 

hy 

We first show: 

p;;= ‘ l if Sj=π(Si)' .0_ 
~J lo otherwise. 

(A) (TP\=(π(C(Si)))v for 1드z·드n， and 

(B) (PT용)i=(C융(π(~i)))v for 1드z·드n. 
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t 

Proof of (A). Let 1되닥 and let U= [uijJ =TP= [픔1 ttk Pkj]. Now there 

、 exists k' such that Sj=π(Sk')' Then Uij=t ik" and; 

t ik' =l 승::;> S!. ，εC(Si) 수::;> Sjεπ(C(Si))' and 

t ik, =0 ζ=> Sk,<$C(Si) 승수 Sjgπ(C(S)). r 

Hence (TP)i=(π(C(Si))). for 1드z·드n. 

n 
Proof of (B). Let 1되드n and let U= [싼j] =PT%= [뀔 삶합jJ. Again, there 

.. exists k' such that sk'= π(St). Thus 짝:j =P샤，t찬’j=t차’j' Now; 

t*k’j=l ζ=，> SjεC*(Sk') ζ='> sjEc륨(π(Si)); and 

t야’j=O W Sj<$C*(sk') < >Sj<$C융(π(Si))' 
Thus, (PT*\=(c용(π(Si))). for 1드z·드n. 

The proof of the theorem is completed by noting that the following 

‘ .statements are equivalent. 

(1) π : (S, C) • (S, c*) is a closure homeomorphism. 

(2) π(c(si)) =c%(π(S)) for 1드2.드η. 

'(3) (PT*)i= (TP)i for 1드j드n. 

‘ (4) PT*=TP 

‘ (5) T*=pTTP 

The proof of the following theorem is straight-forward and omitted. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a nOn-e1Jψty se! and ca a Cech closure opera!or on X 

Jor each αEil. Defille d by d(A)=U {ca(A): αεA}. Then: 

(1) d is a Cech closure operator on X. 

(2) d=V{ca : αεA} • 

(3) (L(X) , V, A) t's a comPlete lattt'ce. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let (X, c) and CX, d) be Cech closure spaces. 

‘ Cech closure operator on X , and cUd=cVd. 

COROLLARY 3.4. (C(X) , V, A) is a coηψlete latHce. 

Then cUd is a 

PROOF. The proof follows easily from theorem 3.3 and the fact that 

\U {ca : αεA， caεC(X)} is finitely generated. 

EXAMPLE 3. 1. Let c and d be Cech closure operators on X; then cnd need 

mot be a Cech closure operator on X. Let X = {1, 2, 3}. Let c and d be defined 

hy: 

c(l) = {1, 2} d(l) = {l} 
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c(2)= t~} 

c(3) = {3} 

d(2) = {2} 

d (3) = {2, 3}. 

Let A= {1} and B={3}.Then: (cnd)(A)U(cnd)(B)-:-{l , 3}.. but 

(cnd)(AU B)={1, 2, 3}. Hence cnd is not a Cech cIosure operator. 

As example 3.1 shows cnd need not be a Cech c10sure operator. As the 

foIIowing two theorems demonstrate, however, if c and d are finitely generated. 

or X is finite,. then. ori.e can determine c ̂ d easily. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, c) and (X, d) be limïely generated Cech closμre spaces; 

For each xεX， let e(x)=c(x)nd(x) , Then (c^d)(A)=U{e(x): xεA} ， .where' 

c ̂ d z's with respect to C(X). 

PROOF. Let e(A) = U {e(x) : xεA} for each ACX. Then bytheorem 2.1 , 

eεC(X). Let ACX.. Then (c^d)(A)Cc(A) and (c^d)(A)Cd(A). Easily 

e(A)ζc(A) and e(A)Cd(A). Hence c^d>e. Now (c^d)(x)Cc(x)nd(x)Ce(x) 

for each xεX. Hence c ̂ d <e since c ̂ d is finitely generated. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let (S, c) and (S, d) be fz"mïe Cech closure spaces represented' 

by the ηzatrices T c and T d’ respecti vel y. T hen: 

(1) T cVd=TcVTd, and 

(2) TC^d=Tc^T d' 

PROOF- Statement (1) folkws from corollary 3. 3 and statement (2) folkwSJ 
from theorem 3. 5. 

THEOREM 3.7. (C(X) , V, ^) z's a distη~'buHve 1 attz'ce. 

PROOF. Let a, b, and c belong to C(X), and AζX. Then: 

(aV(b^c))(A)=U{(a(x)U(b(x)nc(x)): xεA} 

=U{(a(x)Ub(x))n(a(x)Uc(x)): xεA} 

= ((aV b) ̂  (aV c))(A). 

In a similar manner, a^((J Vc)=(a^b)V(a^c). 

THEOREM , 3~ 8. ' Let cεC(X). For each xεX， let e(x) = {x}U(X-c(x)). Define: 

c' by c'(A) = U {e(x) : xεX}. Then: 

(1) c'εC(X). 

(2) c' is .a comρlement 01 c in (C(X) , V, M. 
(3) (C(X) , V, ^) z's a uniquely comPlemented lattice. 

PROOF. (1). Let A and B be subsets crf X. Then: 
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c'(AUB)===U{e(x) :xEAUB} 

===(U{e(x): xEA})U(U{e(x): xεB}} 

===c ’ (A) Uc'(B). 

It easily follows that c'EC(X). 

(2). (c V c') (A) === (cUc') (A) ===c(A) U (U {e(x) : x든A}) 

===c(A)U(U{{x}U(X-c(x)) :xεAD 

=X-
N ow by theorem 3.5 ; (c^c')(A)===U{c(a)nc'(a): a든A} 

===U{c(a)n({a}U(X-c(a))) :aEA} 

===A 

(3). Since (C(X) , V, M is a distr;butive lattice by thcorem 3. 7 
complements by (2) , it follows that iì: lS uniqueJy complemcnted. 

COROLLARY 3. 9. (C(X) , V, ^) is a Boolean algebra. 

17: 

and has, 

THEORE lVI 3. 10. Let (S, c) be a jinite 

TheIZ TL, = [7 J ] 

Cech closμre space. Let T c denote. 

the matrz"x representing c. where: 

?’zl= 

1 ZJ i===j 

o zf i =P j and t ij === 1 

1 zf i =P j and t ij = O. 

COROLLARY 3. 11. Let (S, c) be a /z"nite Cech closure space. Then (c ,)T ===(cTy •. 

EXA lVIPLE 3.2. Two Cech closure operators may be complements and 

underlying topologies not be complements. Let S=== {sl' s2' s). Let c be the 

closure operator on S represented by the matrix: 

1 1 0 101 

Tc= 010 • Then; Tι，= 1 1 0 • 

101 011 

N ow t(c) = t(c') === {S, Ø} , the trivial topology on S. 

THEORElVI 3. 12. Let (X, c) and (X, d) be Cech closure sþ2ces. 

t(cV d) =t(c) N(d). 

PROOF. By corollary 3.3, t(cUd)=t(cVd). Let 0εt(cUd). 

The“: 

Then 

their 

Cech. 

(cUd)(X -O)=X -0 and c(X -O)Ud(X -O)===X -0. Hence c(X -O)=X一o anc!.'> 

d(X -O)=X -0. Therefore, 0εt(c) nt(d) ===t(c) N(d). 

Let 0εt(c)nt(d). Then c(X -O)=X -0 and d(X一O)=X-o and thus 

(cUd)(X -O)===X -0, andOεt(cUd). Therefore, t(cV d)=t(c)N(d). 
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Let c and d be Cech closure operators on a set X. The folIowing example 

~ shows that t(c ̂ d) need not equal t(c) V t(d). 

EXAMPLE 3. 3. Let X = {1, 2, 3} and c and d be Cech closure operators on X 

J'represented by: 

1 1 0 

T c= 0 1 1 

101 

101 

and T
d

= 1 1 0 
011 

Then t(c) and t(d) are the trivial topology on X and t(c ̂ d) is the discrete 

1 topology on X , since by theorem 3.6, 

1 001 

TC^d = 0 1 0 • 
001 

4. Composition of Cech closure operators 

DEFINITION 4. 1. Let c and d be Cech closure operators on a set X. Then cod 

.1S defined by (cod)(A) =c(d(A)) for each ACX. 

One of the more noticeable differences between Cech closure spaces and 

- topological spaces is the fact that the comp ::lsition of two Cech closure operators 

is a Cech closure operator; but the composition of two Kuratowski or topological 

, closure operators need not be a topological closure operator, but it is a Cech 

closure operator. Such examples are easy to construct. For finite spaces, this 

refIects the matrix theory fact that the product of two transitive matrices, 

with respect to Boolean arithmetic, need not be a transitive matrix. 

THEOREM 4. 1. Let (X, c) and(X, d) be Cech closure spaces. Then cod zs a 

‘ -Cech closure operator on X. 

PROOF. Axioms (1) and (2) are easily satisfied. Let A and B be subsets of 

X. Then (cod)(AUB)= 잉 (d(A UB)) = c(d(A) Ud(B)) =c(d(A)) Uc(d(B)) = 

、 (cod)AU (cod)B. 

COROLLARY 4.2. Let c a1Zd d be topologz'cal closure operators on X. Then cod 

.aηd doc a1’e Cech closμre operators 0 1Z X. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let c a1Zd d be Cech closμre operators on a set X. Then: 

씨cod)(A)그(cUd)(A) for each ACX. 

PROOF. Let xε(cUd)(A). Then xεc(A) or xεd(A). If xεd (A) then easily 

‘ 
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:.rεc(d(A)) and thus xε(cod)(A). If xεc(A) then xεc(d(A))，. since ACd(A) 

.and by lemma A, c(A)Cc(d(A)). Thus xε(cod)(A). 

Let (X , C) be a Cech closure space. A natural question arises; is it possible to 

find a Cf!Ch closure operator c-1on X such that (C-1oc)(A)=A for each ACX? 

However, by theorem 4.3, (c- 1oc) (A)그c- 1 (A) Uc(A). Hence it is evident that 

such a c-1 exists if and only if c(A)=A for each ACX. That is; c-1 exists 

-only for the discrete closure operator. This, together with the following 

theorem implies that it is impJssible, except for !, to find inverses for zero-one 

.reflexive matrices with respect to multiplication and Boolean arithmetic. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let c an r1 d be Cech closure operators on a finite set S 

l'epγesented by the matrices T c and T d' respectz"vely. Then Tcod=T dT c' where 

-the matrix multφlz"cation is wzïh respect to Boolean arz"thmetic. 

PROOF. Let S= {sl' s2' …, sn}. Then the element in the z"-th row and the j-th 
n 

lColumn of T dTc is _ V9앓 ^'~i). Now: - k=l -_. --, 

Thus: 

‘and, 

tC?d= 
ZJ 

tC?d-
ZJ 

1 if Sjε(cod) (si) 
o if s/ië. (cod)(Si). 

1 if there exists sk such that Sj든C(Sk) and skEd(Si) 

o otherwise 

t~~d=[l if there exists k such that t kj=l and t ik=l 
ZJ lO otherwise. 

_ n 

Therefore, t;;a = V (tzk/\ t kj) and hence T cod = T dT c. k=l .. n ,., 

、

It is an easy matter to construct examples to show that cod need not equal 

doc. This, for finite spaces, reflects the matrix theory fact that matrix 

multiplication is not commutative, even with respect to Boolean arithmetic. 

Even though cod need not equal doc, the following theorem yields the rather 

surprising result that they both generate the same underlying topology. 

THEOREM 4.5. Let c and d be Cech closure operators on X. Then, 
t(cod) =t(c)nt(d) =t(doc). 

PROOF. Let 0εt(cod). Then X -O=(cod)(X -O)=c(d(X -0)). Now 

X -OCd(X -0) and thus 0εt(d) ; also c(X -O)Cc(d(X -O))=X -0. 

Thus 0εt(c). Hence t(cod)ct(c)nt(d). Let 0εt(c)nt(d). Then c(X -0) 
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:;=X -0 and á(X -Q)=X -0. Now (cod)(X -O)=c(d(X -O))=c(X -O)=X -0. 

In a similar manner, t(doc)=t(c) nt(d). 

Le! c and d be Cech closure operators 01Z a set X. Let A denote 

the closureof A with respect to the topo!ogy t(cod). 

A =n {FCX : ACF and F is closed with respect to both t(c) 

Thus t(c)nt(d)Ct(cod). 

COROLLARY 4.6. 

and t(d)}. 

Then: 

Then S. set 
>

Let c and d be Cech closure opεrators on a limïe THEORE:\1 4.7. 
T 7TT (cod)" =d' oc' • 

respecti vely. d, PROOF. Let T ~ and T d be the matrices that represent c and d 

Hencc (cod)T =dT ocT• 

EXAMPLE 4. 1. (doc) ’ need not equal either c' od' or d' oc'. Let S= {sl' s2' s3} 

and c and d Cech closure operators on S rcpresented by the matrices T c and T d’ 

Then T(c。이T=(TCod)T = (T dT)T =T~ 캡· 

where, respectively; 

1 1 0 101 

• 111 T d = and 110 Tc= 

o 1 1 L 0 0 1 

í 1 0 1 

• 010 

100 

010 

101 

T .,= 
a 

T I' J__" (doc)’ -

「1
1
1

1
J
j
1

」

「
1

nU 

1i 

14 

1i 

1i 

1l4 

1l4 

--4 

‘
l
ι
 
1l4 

-o 

l 

--

-j11j 

1 

} 

---‘

111 

= 

= 

,c 

야
 

T 

d 
T 

Then: 

101 011 

But: 

111 

• o 1 1 T {,' oci' = and 

「1
1
1

1li 

--i 

1,‘ 
1,
A 

1L 

1i 

Tα%c，= 

L 1 1 1 111 

Let (S, c) be a fùz z"te Cech closμre spαce. 

01 A with respec! to the ullderlying topology t(c). 

(1) For eachtzatural ;u,mber n, and ACS, it fúl!owa that cn(A)CA. 

(2) For each ACS there exis:s a smalles! ηzεN such tkat cm(A) =X. 

Let A deizote the closuTe LEMMA 4.8. 

T hen: 

naturaD 

AIso ACA. Thus c(A)cc(A)=A. 

Hence ca(A)c=X for each 

PROOF. (1). A is closed anc1 hence c(강)=A. 

Suppose ck(A)c=X. Then ck+l(A)c=c(X) =X. 

number n. 
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(2). Since S is finite it folIows that there exists a smalIest natural number m 

.such that c'''cA) =cm+1(A). By (1), c1/l(A)CA. Now cηt(A) is closed with respect 

;1;0 t(c) and contains A , hence c1n (A) =A, since A is the smalIest closed set 

.containing A. 

DEFINITION 4.2. Let (X , c) be a Cech closure space. Then c is said to be 01 

，degγee k if k is the smallest natural number for which ck= c k
+1. 

It is apparent that c is a Kuratowski closure operator if and only if it is of 

degreg one. Easi1y there exist finitely generated Cech cIosure spaces that are 

not of finite degree. 

THEOREM 4.9. Let (S, c) be a J딩(nite Cech closμre space 01 degree k. Let T 

de l10te the matγz.X 7ε'þrcsenting c. Then: 

(1) Ck 
Z"S a Kι?’atowski c!osure opcrator 072 S. 

(2) Ck is t감ε closure operatoγ with respect to the underlyz'1zg toPO!ogy t(C). 

(3) The matη:'x representing t(c) , or /, is T 'l. 
(4) cT z-s a tech closzt7e ope7αtor 011 S 01 degree k. 

PROOF, (1) is evident. (2). Let A denote the closure of ACS with respect to t(c). 

By lemma 4.8, ck(A)C표 and there exists a smalIest natural number m such that 

c ’"(A) =표. Suppose m>k; then ck(A)~ck+l(A) and we have a contradiction. 
Thus ι;rtiz al] L1 clZ(A) =cm(A) =X. 

(3). Sinc~ ck is the closure operator with respect to t(c) , it follows from 

;theorem 4.4 that T 'l is the matrix that represents c11 and hence represents i(c). 

(4). c
T is reprεsented by TT. N ow k is the smallest natural number such that 

T k is idempotelìt. Hence, k is the sma l1est n<itural nurnbeï such that (TT / is 

idernpotent and cT is of degree k 

5. K~mHQlP(DlQgi s 

DEFINITION 5. 1. Lct X be a non-empty set and tζP(X). Then t is calìed a 

.semi-to킹010 gy provided: 

(1) Xεt， and ø든t 

(2) 0εt and Qεt implies Oj기Qgf. 

Let (X , c) be a Cech closure space. A set F is caìled c-closed if there exists ‘ 

ACX such that F=c(A). A set 0 is called c-oþzn if O=X -F where F is a 

,c-closed set. i(c) wiII denote the collection of all c-open sets in (X, c). 

T lIEORElvI 5. 1. Let (X. c) be a Cecι closurε spαce. Thει t(c) is a se1ili-toþology. 
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PROOF. Easily X and rþ are c-open sets. Suppose 0 and Q belong to t(c) •. 

Then there exists c-closed sets F and G such that O=X -F and Q=X -G. 

Now there exists subsets A and B such that F=c(A) and G=c(B). Then FUG" 

=c(A)Uc(B)=c(AUB) , and thus FUG is c-closed. Hence 

onQ=(X -F)n(X -G)=X -(FUG) is c-open. Thus i(c) is a semi-topology on X_ 

COROLLARY 5. 2. Let (X, c) be a teck closzt7e space- Thex t(c)그t(c). 

THEOREM 5.3. Let (X, c) be a Cech closure space 01 degree n. Then 

i(c)그i(c2)그 ... 그t(cn) = t(c). 

PROOF. Let 0εl(ck + 1). Then there exists sets F and A such that F=ck+ l(A)’ 

and O=X -F. Now F=c(cn(A)) and hence 0εt(c성. k 

EXAMPLE 5. 1. Not every semi-topology is generated by a Cech closure 

operator. Let X = {l, 2, 3, 4} and i = {X, rþ, {l}, {3}, {4}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {l, 

3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}}. Then (X, l) is a semi-topological space. Suppose t=t(c) for some 

Cech closure operator c on X. Then {l, 3, 4} =X -c(A) for some ACX. Thus , 

c(2) = {2}. Similarly, since {2, 3, 4} εi， c(1) = {l}. Since {2, 3} and {1, 3} belong to. 

i it follows that c( 4) = {4}. Since {l, 4} εt， then c(3) = {3} or c(3) = {2, 3}. But 

c(3)~ {3} since we would then have that t is the discrete topology. 

Thus; if there exists a Cech closure operator c on X such that l=i(c) then, 

c(1) = {l }, c(2) = {2}, c(3) = {2, 3} and c( 4) = {4}. Then: 

l(c) = {X, rþ, {l }, {3}, {4}, {l, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {l, 2, 3}, {l, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}} ~t. 

Hence t is not generated by a Cech closure operator. 

EXAMPLE 5.2. Distinct Cech closure operators may generate the same semi

topology. Let S = {l, 2, 3} and let c and d be Cech closure operators on S such‘ 

that: c(1) = {l, 3}, c(2) = {2, 3}, and c(3) = {2, 3} ; d (1) = {l, 3}, d (2) = {2, 3}, and d (3} 

= {l, 3}. Then i(c) =t(d). 

THEOREM 5.4. Let (X, t) be a semz"-topologz'cal space. Let c:: P(X)• P(X) be" 

defz"ned by c(A) = {xεX: zf xεoεi then OnA~ø}. Then l: Z"S a Kuratowskz" 

closure operator on X. (The topology generated by ï: will be denoted by t(ï:).} 

PROOF. Easily l:φ) =rþ, and c(A)그A for each ACX. Let A and B be subsets‘ 

of X and xEï: (AUB). Suppose xE;t:ï: (A) U l:(B). Then there exists c-open sets 0' 

and Q containing x such that onA=rþ and QnA=rþ. But xεonQεt and we 

have a contradiction since xεï:(AUB). Hence l:(AUB)C t:'(A)U c:(B). Easily 

t:'(A) U c:(B)C t:'(AB). 
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Suppose xεr(c:(A)) fo1' ACX and xEtc(A). Then there exists QCX such that: 

xEQ드t and QnA=ø. Since xE:(r(A)) the1'e exists pεQnr(A) and this implies. 

that QnA~ø. Hence we have a cont1'adiction and thus c:(r(A)) =r(A). 

THEOREM 5. 5. Let (X, f) be a semi-topological space. The% t(r)=3t. 

PROOF. Let 0εl. Then X -Ocr(X -0). If xεr(X -0) then xEtO. Hence: 

r(X -0) =X -0. The1'efore 0εt(l:). 

If (X , c) is a Cech closu1'e space then t(c) is a semi-topology and it generates ‘ 

a Kuratowski closure operato1' c:. Using this notation we have the following 

co1'ollary. 

COROLLARY 5.6. Let (X, c) be a Cech closμγe space 01 degree n. Then: 

t(l:)~i(c)그t(c2):3· --=3t(cn) =t(c). 

COROLLARY 5.7. Let (X , c) be a Cech closμre space. Let ACX. Then~ 

ACc:(A)Cc(A)CA. 

THEOREM 5.8. Let (X, c) be a ιech closure space. Then: 

(1) t(c) is a base lor the topology t(-;:) , 

(2) t(r) =싫1 {t : t is a topology 0 1Z X and i(c)Ct}. 

PROOF .. (1). Let 0εt(r). Then r(X -O)=X -0. Let xεO. Then there exists. 

Qxεt(c) such that xεQx and Q.,n(x-o)=ø. Hence o=U{Qx: xεO}. 

The proof of (2) follows easily f1'om (1). 

6. Separation properties 

DEFINITION 6. l. Let (X, c) be a Cech closure space. 

(1) (X, c) is called T 0 if fo1' each pair of distinct elements x and y in X then‘ 

either xEtc(y) or y중c(x). 

(2) (X, c) is called T 1 if for each xεX then c(x) = {x}. 

(3) (X, c) is called symmetrz"c (Ro) if x , yεX and xεc(y) then yεc(x). 

(4) (X, c) is called strongly symmetrz"c if fo1' each xεX and AζX with. 

c(x)nc(A)~ø then xεc(A). 

(5) (X, c) is called R 1 if for each x , yεX then either c(x)nc(y)=ø or c(x)= 

c(y). 

(6) (X, c) is called Ty if for each pair of distinct elements x and y in X then ‘ 

c(x)nc(y) is either ø 0 1' a singleton set. 

(7) (X, c) is called T ys if for each pair of distinct elements x and y in X then, 
c(x)nc(y) equals either ø, {x }, or {y}. 
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(8) (X. c) is called T F if fo1' each xεX and disjoint finite set F then either 

xfi.c(F) or c(x)nF=rþ. 

(9) (X. c) is called T FF if for each pair of disjoint finite sets F and G then 

either c(F)nG=rþ or Fnc(G)=rþ. 

A discussion of the origination of several of the above separation axioms for 

’ topological spaces is found in Bonnett and Porter [5J. Many of the relationships 

between the above separation axioms that hold for topological spaces are also 

‘ valid for Cech closure spaces. 

LEMMA 6. 1. The following 양7OPe7ties hold fo7 Cech closzt7e spaces. 

r(1) T1=수strongly symmetric >Rl >Symmetric. 

、 (2) T 1 >Tys=::::::;Ty >To• and TFF=::::::;TF二~To'
.;(3) To+S끼ηzηzctyzc 송응T1• 

PROOF. All parts are evident except perhaps that strongly symmetric implies 

Rl' Observe. that independently, strongly symmetric implies symmetric. Now 

suppose that (X. c) is a strongly symmetric Cech closure space. Let zεc(x)n 
,.c(y). Then xεc(z) and yεc(z). Let aεc(x). then xεc(a). Then xεc(y)nc(α). 

Hence c(a)j기 c(y) 7얘. and since (X. c) is strongly symmetric. it follows that 

aεc(y). Thus c(x) Cc(y). Similarly c(y)Cc(x). 

EXAMPLE 6. 1. A Cech closure space can be Rl and not strongly symmetric. 

Let N denote the natural numbers. and 1et E denote the set of even natural 

numbers. 

Let 

Define c by: 

‘ {η• n+ 1} if ;2 is even 
(n) = ~ 

l {n. 1t -l} if n is odd. 

{e(η) : nεA} if A is finite or 껴 if A=rþ. 

c(A) = 1 {e(n) : 1εA} E if A contains infir뼈1y many even numbers. 
N otherwise. 

Then (N. c) is an Rl Cech closure space. Let A= {2n : n는1O}. Then c(3) 미 

τ(A) o/= rþ. but 3중c(A). Hence (N, c) is not strongly symmetric. 

LEMMA 6.2. (1). For topological spaces; strongly symηzetric is eqzμ:'valent to 

Rl' (2). For 껴:'mïely generated Cech closure spaces strongly symηzetγic z·s 

‘ equivalent to Rl' 

PROOF. (1). Let (X. t) be a Rl top이。gical space and yε 합 nX. Now yε {x} 
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iimplies xε{피. Since yεA. it foIlows that xεA=A. Hence the space is 

‘ stroI1gly symmetric. Now by lemma 6.1. strongly symmetric is equivalent to 

R 1" 

(2). Let (X. c) be a finitely generated Rl Cech closure space. Suppose tεc(x) 
‘ nc(A). Then. since (X. c) is finitely generated. there exists aεA with tεc(a). 

Since the space is Rl it foIlows that c(x) =c(a) and xεc(A). Hence the space 
is strongly symmetric. The conclusion foIlows by lemma 6. 1. 

THEOREM 6.3. Every finitely generated Rl Cech closu1'e space z's a topological 

-space. r 

PROOF. Let (X. c) be such a spa.ce and x든c(c(A)). Then there exists a tεc(A) 

:such that xεc(t). Now there exists aEA such that tεc(a). Since Rl 

implies symmetric. it follows that tεc(x) and t든c(a). Hence c(x) =c(a) since 

the space is Rl. Thus xεc(A) and c(c(A))=c(A) and c is a Kuratowski closuæ 

,operator. 

COROLLARY 6.4. (1) Every /inite Rl Cech closu1'e space z's a topologicα1 sþace. 

(2) Every finitely gene1'ated st1'oηgly sym11Z깅ric Cech closu1'e spacι z·s a 

.toþological sþace. 

COROLLARY 6.5. Let S be a fiηite set. The following statements a1'e equiva!ent. 

(1) (S , c) is a Rl Cech closu1'e space. 

(2) (S, c) is a symmetric topological space. 

(3) (S , c) is a O-dimensional topological space. 

(4) (S , c) is a coηzPletely 1'egular topological space. 

(5) (S, c) is a 1'egμlaγ topological space. 

PROOF. The proof follows from theorem 6.3 and theorem 3.6 in [5]. 

THEOREM 6. 6. EZle7y ftfzz·tely gefzefated TF Ceck closzt7e space z·s a topologz·caI 
space. 

PROOF. Let (S, c) be such a space. Suppose (S, c) is not a topological space. 

Then there exists distinct elements z', j , k of S such that jεcU) and kEc(j) 

but k중cU). Now j~{i， 1~}; Hence. either j~c{i. k} or c(j) n {i. k} =ø. But 

j든c(i) and kεc(j). Therefore (S. c) is a topological space. 

COROLLARY 6.7. (1) Eve1'Y /z"쩌te TF Ceck closμγe space z's a toPo!ogica! space. 

ι (2) Euet:y finz"te{y gene1’ated TFF teck closztre space z-s a topologz·caI space-
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(3) Every I z'nite T FF. Cech closure space z"s a topological space. 

THEOREM 6. 8. Let (X, c) be a jz"nz"tely generated syηzmetrz·c Cech closztre s#ace- -

Theη 0εt(c) zl and only zl X-Oεt(c). 

• 

PROOF. Let 0εt(c). Then X -O=c(X -0). Let xEc(O) and smce (X, c) IS; 

finitely generated, there exists pεo with xεc(p). Suppose 

thus 

xε X-o. Then, 

smce (X , c) is Ro, we have that p든c(x) and 

contradiction. Thus, c(O)=O and X-Oεt(c). 

pEc(X -O)=X -0, a_ 

COROLLARY 6.9. pn a lim"te syml’zetric topological space a set is opeη ‘ f and: 

only z1 z't is closed. 

W c now consider finite Cech closure spaces and characterize various separationl 

axioms in terms of the matrices that represent the Cech closure operators. 

THEOREM 6. 10 . Let (S , c) be a linite Cech closure space and T c the ηzatrix; 

th~Jt represents c. Then the lollowing pairs 01 statements are eqzdvalent. 

(A) (S, c) is a syηzηzetric Cech closure space. 

(A’ ) T c is a symηzetric ’natrix. 

(B) (S, c) is a Rl Cech closure space. 

(B') Two rows 01 T c are either equal or disjoint. 

(C) (S, c) zs a stγollgly symmetric Cech closure space. 

(C') Two rows 01 T c are either equal or disjoint. 

(D) (S , c) is a T o Cech closure space. 

(D') T c z"s antz"-symmetric. 

(E) (S , c) is a T 1 Cech closure space. 

(E') Tc=I. 

(F) (S, c) is a T y Cech closu?"e space. 

(F') (Tc)i ̂  (Tc\ ’ lor z" :;r= j , has at 11l0st one 1l0n-zero eleηzent. 

(G) (S, c) is a T ys Cech closure s.ψαce. 

(G ’ ) (Tc- I) (Tc-I)T , wz"t/z resþect to the μsμal matn"x ’nμltiplication， 

[ fza20%α1 matrix. 

(H) (S, c) is a T F Cech closure space. 

(H') For each i, either the i-th row or tlze i-th column 01 T c - 1 z"s zero. 

([) (S, c) is a T FF Cech closure space. 

([') (T- I)or (T-I)T Izas at most one nOll-zero row. 

zs a" 

PROOF. The proofs of (A) through (G) are easy and omitted. By corollarV' 
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6.7. the spaces in (H) and (I) are topological spaces and the results follow 

from theorem 3.2 and theorem 3.5 in [5J. respectively. 

COROLLARY 6.11. Let (S. c) be a j간zite Cech closure space. Then: 

(1) (S, c) Z"S TOÞ(S, cT
) z's T o. 

(2) (S , c) is T1수응 (S , c) is a discrete topological space. 

(3) (S , c) Z"S T1Þ(S, cT
) Z"S Tr-

(4) (S, c) z's syηzmetrz"c옹(S. cT
) Z"S symmetrz'c. 

(5) (S , c) is sy까metric송수c=cT. 

(6) (S , c) Z"S T y ζ-:?(S， cT
) Z"S T y' 

(7) (S, c) Z"S Tys읍 (S, cT
) z's T ys' 

(8) (S, c) is T F수응(S， cT
) is T F' 

(9) (S, c) is T FF읍(S， cT
) z's T FF" 

It is shown in [5J that Rl is equivalent to Ro (symmetric) for finite topologicaI 

spaces. That this is not the case for finite Cech closure spaces follows easily 

from the fact that there exists reflexive and symmetric zero-one matrÌces that 

are not tranSJ tJve. 

It is of interest to know which separation properties of a Cech closure space 

are preserved by the underlying topology. The next theorem and the foIlowing 

examples examine this question. 

THEORE iI1 6.12. Let (X, c) be a jz'nitely generated Cech closure space. 

,1) Jf (X , c) is T 1 then t(c) z's T 1• 

(2) If (X , c) is T F then t(c) is T F. 

(3) If (X , c) is T FF then t(c) is T FF" 

(4) If (X , c) is Rl then t(c) is Rl' 

(5) I! (X, c) is stroηgly symmetrz"c then t(c) is strongly symmetη·L·. 

PROOF. (1) is evident. The remaining parts follow from the fact that the 

stated separation axioms are strong enough to aSSUïe that (X, c) is actuaIIy a 

topological space, as shown by the previous results. 

EXAMPLE 6. 2. A fin따1 

underlying t。야pol。아gy not be T o' Let S= {sl' sι， s3} and let c be reprcsentcd by the 

I:1atr:x 
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1 1 0 I 

T c= 0 1 1 . 

101 

Then (X , c) is T 0 and t(c) is the trivial topology on S. 

EXAMPLE 6. 3. The undcrlying topology of a symmetric Cech closure space 

need not be symmetric. Lct N denote the natural numbers. Let: 

Define: 

{n} if n is evεn 
e(n)= {l , n} if ,2 is odd and 11 7"" 1 

odd natural numbers if n=1. 

(9 if A= çS 

c(A) =1 U {c(a) : aεA} if A is finite 
N if A is i l1 finite. 

Then (N, c) is a symmetric Cech closure space. 건} = {2} since c(2) = {2}. But 
{1} =c(c(l)) =N and thus t(c) is n따 s"ymn1etric. 

EXAMPLE 6.4. A finitely generated Cech closure space may be T ys (and 

hence T) and the underlying topology not be T y and thus not T ys' Let S= {sl’ 

S2' s3} and c be the Cech closure operator represented by th" n퍼trix 

101 

Tc= 1 1 0 , 

011 

Easily (S, c) is T yS and hence T y' tκ(c) ，’ ho아weve밍rι.;， i엽s t디he tri ，、?7ia떠1 to야pc피: 

thus neither Ty’녕s 1n1or T . 

THEOREM 6.13. Let (X, c) be a jinitely generated symmetn'c Cech closure spGce 

0/ /ùzite degree. Then the μnderlying topology is syηZRZeirt·c. 

PROOF. Let (X, c) be a finitely generated symmetric Cech closure spacε of 

degree n. Suppose x드피 =cn(ι). Since the space is finitely gencl'2. tGd tbere 

exists xiεX such that xεc(x1) ， x2Ec(x3)' …, 장εc(α). Since the space is 

symmetric; x1εc(x) ， x3εc(x2) ， …, aεc(xη). Thus αεc'l(x) = 감}. Eence t(c) 

IS symmetric. 

The following theorem summarizes results obtained in this paper and also 

results obtained by Sharp [12J. 

They are listed together in order to unify the concepts , The proof clearly 

denotes which of the following statements are due to Sharp. 
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THEOREM 6.14. Let S be a IÙlite set. Then: 

(1) The ??flexz·ue 7elatz·0%S 0% S cor7esP0%d to tke Cech closμr'e operators on S. 

(2) The rellexz"ve and symmetric rela!z"ons on S correspond to the symmetric 

Cech closμre operators on S. 
(3) The rellexive, antisymmetric relaHons on S correspond to the T 0 Cech 

closure opeγators on S. 

(4) The rellexive and transitive relatz"ons, (quasi-orders) on S correspond to 

the topologies 012 S. 

(5) The γellexiνe， tronsiUve an1 aχti-symmetric rela !z"oits (partial-orders) on 

S correspond to the T 0 topologies on S. 

(6) The equz.va!ence relatlons on S correspond to the syηzηzetric topo!ogies on S. 

PROOF. Statements (4), (5), and (6) are due to Sharp [12]. Statements (1), 

(2), and (3) are easy consequences of results obtained in this paper. 

Davis, in [8] , provides a technical formula for the number of non-isomorphic 

reflexive relations on a set of n-elements. Consequently, this is also the number 

of non-homeomorphic Cech closure operators on a set on n-elements‘ 

7. Cat~gorical impIications 

THEOREM 7. 1. The category 01 topological sp :Jces a;zd continκ01tS mα껴S z.s 

bi-1’ellectz"ve ùz the category 01 Cech closure sρaces 01 l i1dte deεree a1td continuous 

maps. 

PROOF. The reflection is given by i: (X, c) • (X, t(c)). Since c(A)CA, 

continuous. Consider the foIIowing diagram: 

• • 
Z IS 

(X, c) .(X, t(c)) 

ff z |f 
.(Y, d) 

Where (X, c) is a Ceèh closure space of degree n, and (y , d) is 

spaceó For each ACX, A denotes the closure of A with respect 

j(x)=/(x) for each xεx. Easi1y f is unique. 

a topological 

to t(c). Let 

To see that j is continuous, let ACX. Since 1 is continuous then l(c(A))C 

d(f(A)). Then: 

jCA) =!(c\A))Cdn(/(A)) =dCf(A)) =d(j(A)). 
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